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Arturo Mendez-Lemus, a native and citizen of Mexico, petitions for review
of the Board of Immigration Appeals’ order dismissing his appeal from an
immigration judge’s (“IJ”) decision denying his request for a continuance. Our
jurisdiction is governed by 8 U.S.C. § 1252. We review for abuse of discretion the
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denial of a continuance. Sandoval-Luna v. Mukasey, 526 F.3d 1243, 1246 (9th Cir.
2008). We deny the petition for review.
The agency did not abuse its discretion in denying Mendez-Lemus’s request
for a further continuance for failure to demonstrate good cause, where
Mendez-Lemus had already been granted a continuance to await visa availability
and his visa likely would not become current for at least a year and a half. See 8
C.F.R. § 1003.29 (an immigration judge may grant a continuance for good cause
shown); Sandoval-Luna, 526 F.3d at 1247 (no abuse of discretion by denying a
continuance where the relief sought was not immediately available to petitioner).
Nor does the record support Mendez-Lemus’s claim that the agency abused its
discretion by failing to consider all of the factors or failed to set forth any reasoned
basis for its decision. See Vilchez v. Holder, 682 F.3d 1195, 1201 (9th Cir. 2012)
(“An IJ does not have to write an exegesis on every contention.” (citation and
quotation marks omitted)).
Mendez-Lemus’s motion to remand or for inclusion in this court’s mediation
program is denied as moot.
PETITION FOR REVIEW DENIED.
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